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Before marking the fixing positions check the label on the back of the profile indicating the 
side of the profile to face inside !
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Build the product on the tray starting with the bottom profile.
NOTE: Product shown in left hand configuration from this point.
A. Note the direction of the glass clip.
B&C. Slide the wall profile fully over the nylon bracket.
D&E. Load the 4 x 30 screw onto the tool provided and fix the wall profiles top, 
middle and bottom.
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A. Standing inside the enclosure, place the bottom of the fixed panel on the frame at a 
slight angle. Then lean the panel forward into the top frame.
B. Slide the glass panel into the wall profile.
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A. Slide the clip K011/K012 away from the seal on the top and bottom of the frame.
B. Remove the PVC installation tool by releasing the side closest to the top first, then lift out 
from the frame.
C. Leave the bottom PVC installation tool in place to aid the fitting of the fixed glass panel. 
Note: make sure the installation tools are positioned at the bottom seal
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A. Slide the clip over the fixed panel on both the top and bottom.
B. Starting at the bottom use the tool provided to insert the wedge gasket between the glass and
the profile.Keep the flat side to the glass and the ridged side to the profile.Top Tip ! Dampen the 
seal with water to help slide into place
C. Remove the bottom PVC installation tool by releasing the side closest to the bottom first, then 
lift out from the frame.
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Tighten the grub screws until they are flush with the 'adjusting block'.

Adjusting block

Orientate the door to match the product handing, shown here as left hand. 
Note the position of the hole for the handle.
Slide the rollers labeled 'TOP' onto the top and the 'BOTTOM' onto the bottom housings.



Top Tip ! To help fit the seals, first dampen with water . This is particularly useful for the 
closing seal B.
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 and at the base of the clip where it sits on the frame.,
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Y

760 730-750

800 770-790

900 870-890

Measure X and to make it is 
within the adjustment range

Measure Y and to make it is 
within the adjustment range

X
960-1000

1060-1100

1160-1200

A.Mark a line to set the outside position of the wall profile. 10mm from the edge of the tray is 
recommended and must be within the adjustment 'X' of the door size shown in the table below.
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A.Mark a line to set the outside position of the wall profile. 10mm from the edge of the tray is 
recommended and must be within the adjustment 'Y' of the size shown in the table below.



Build the product on the tray starting with the bottom profile.
NOTE: Product shown in left hand configuration from this point.
A. Note the direction of the glass clip.
B&C. Slide the wall profile fully over the nylon bracket.
D&E. Load the 4 x 30 screw onto the tool provided and fix the wall profile top, middle and bottom.

Max.20mm

Inside
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Corner 
post

A. Slide the panel into the wall profile. Max adjustment is 20mm.
B. Make sure the screws on the edge of the frame are facing to the inside. Then fit the corner 
post by sliding it in at an angle and rotate into position.



A&B. Slide the end of the profile fully over the nylon bracket.
C&D. Lift the door frame until the bottom holes are aligned with the screws in the side panel.
E&F . Bring the frames together then lower the door frame and tighten the 3 screws through the slot in the
side of the frame.
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C.Starting at the bottom use the tool provided to insert the wedge gasket between the glass and the
profile. Keep the flat side to the glass and the ridged side to the profile.Top Tip ! Dampen the wedge 
seal with water to aid installation.

A. Slide the top frame fully into the ends of the wall profiles. 
B. Check the frame is locked in place and does not slide back out of the frame.
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A. Standing inside the enclosure, place the bottom of the fixed panel on the frame at a slight 
angle. Then lean the panel forward into the top frame.
B. Slide the glass panel into the wall profile.
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A. Slide the clip K011/K012 away from the seal on the top and bottom of the frame.
B. Remove the PVC installation tool by releasing the side closest to the top first, then lift out from the frame.
C. Leave the bottom PVC installation tool in place to aid the fitting of the fixed glass panel. Note: make sure
the installation tools are positioned at the bottom seal.
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A.Slide the clip over the fixed panel on both the top and bottom.
B.Starting at the bottom use the tool provided to insert the wedge gasket between the glass and
the profile.Keep the flat side to the glass and the ridged side to the profile.Top Tip ! Dampen the 
seal with water to help slide into place.
C.Remove the bottom PVC installation tool by releasing the side closest to the bottom first, then 
lift out from the frame.
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Tighten the grub screws until they are flush with the 'adjusting block'.

Adjusting block

Orientate the door to match the product handing, shown here as left hand. 
Note the position of the hole for the handle.
Slide the rollers labeled 'TOP' onto the top and the 'BOTTOM' onto the bottom housings.



Top Tip! To help fit the seals, first dampen with water. This is particularly useful for the 
closing seal B.
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 and at the base of the clip where it sits on the frame.,
and side panel.



DOP:CEKB1.1

https://merlynshowering.com/aftersales-support/dop-certs/


